Sequential algorithms given by Angluin (1987) and Schapire (1992) 
INTRODUCTION
In the last fifteen years there has been an important effort aimed at giving a rigorous and formal We call these two models the "integer processor"
and "bit processor" model. We assume that a string over X is represented as an integer in the first case and as a sequence of consecutive bits in memory in the second case.
Note that we show our upper bound (Theorem 3.1) for the weakest of the CRCW PRAM models mentioned (COMMON, bit processors), and our lower bound (Theorem 4.1) for the strongest (PRIORITY, integer processors).
A processor makes a query to the teacher by presenting it with the memory address of the queried string and the address where the answer should be returned.
We can now define our concept of learnability.
A PRAM learner S learns DFA if for every target dfa Iv.f and every teacher function T that answers queries according to L(Af), S halts and outputs Sometimes we apply these definitions to "sequential learners" instead of parallel ones. In this paper, we define a sequential learner as a PRAM learner that uses exactly one processor.
THE OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. (Observation Table) An observation where: (Closed and Self-Consistent Table) We say that Clearly, the number of states of Af(S, E, T) is the same as that of essential rows in (S, E, T). We first detail the meaning and implementation of some of the lines in the algorithm.
Line 1 "build initial Note that, by condition (i), an element added to S or E in line 3 is either removed immediately after at line 4, or else it is never removed in later iterations.
Line 5 "if (S, E, T) is closed and self-consistent":
The test can be done just following the definition by using auxiliary table (S, E, Taux). is obtained by removing useless rows and columns in (Si,~, Ei,h, T;,~), and possibly adding a counterexample.
We prove that the number of iterations I is at most (2n* + h)/h by showing that the number of expansions in the trace of POLFA is at most 2n* + h. In the following, let us assume that observation tables are consistent with the target L+.
Let (S', E', T') be the expansion of (S, E, T).
We say that the expansion of (S, E, T) is flat if no essential row is introduced in (S', E', T'), or more precisely, both (S, E, T) and (S', E', T') have the same number of essential rows.
The total number of expansions in the execution of POLFA is given by the following two lemmas.
the algorithm terminates in O(n* /h) = O(n* / log n.) lje~~a 3,2. The total number of non-fiat exiterations, and that after these many iterations it pansions in the execution of POLFA is at most holds &f(S, E, T) = Me, i.e., Me has been identinx -1. fied.
Lemma 3.3. The total number of flat expansions For the following technical discussion, we introduce some more notions. For any table (S, E, T), in the execution of POLFA is at most ne + h.
the k-expansion of (S, E, T) is a table (S', E', T') For the proofs of these lemmas, we use the fol-(or building a table (S', E', T')) such that S' = lowing three facts concerning observation tables. 
LOWER BOUND
In this section we prove that the algorithm in the previous section is essentially time-optimal, at least among those using a feasible (i.e., polynomial) number of processors. Finally, note that the proof of the lower bound applies in fact to PRAMs with unit-cost string op- 
